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Defining Blended Learning
Blended learning combines face-to-face instruction with
online learning by leveraging technology.

The Christensen Institute further specifies that blended learning is a formal
education program in which:

● Part of the learning occurs online, with learners having some element of
control over the time, place, path, and/or pace;

● Part of the learning occurs in a supervised brick-and-mortar location away
from home;

● The modalities along each learner’s learning path within a course or subject
are connected to provide an integrated learning experience.

Experts also agree that blended learning is not simply a course, or part of a course,
that is presented online and does not simply replace various analog tools for
digital ones. Rather, in blended learning, the in-person and online elements work
in tandem to create a richer learning experience that breaks away from a more
traditional, teacher-led, one-size-fits-all approach.

Watch a short sketch video from EdElements that
explains blended learning here.

The graphic on the next page outlines some of the key ways the instructional core of student, teacher, and content is transformed
by blended learning.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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There are a variety of different approaches to blended learning.

While there is a good degree of consensus on what blended learning is at the broadest level, the
specifics of the instructional model are defined in various, sometimes conflicting, ways. For
example, some say not all blended learning is created equal; they differentiate between
blended-learning courses that are fully computer-based versus those that are
technology-enhanced (Ross and Gage, 2006). Others go so far as to say that to be considered
blended learning a course must have between 30% and 79% online content delivery (Allen,
Seaman, and Garett, 2007). The debate over what exactly blended learning looks like means
schools have both the flexibility and the responsibility of defining and continually improving upon
an approach to blended learning that will best suit their context.

The table below presents a common way of categorizing the different blended models, which can be used alone or in combination
with other models. The four are: a rotation, flex, a la carte (sometimes called self-blended), and enriched virtual. The model or
combination or models you choose should be driven primarily by academic goals for students, as well as staffing needs and the
available technology.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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Model Description What It Might Look Like

Rotation Learners rotate, on a fixed schedule, between different
learning modalities and at least one of these modalities is
online learning. Other modalities might include small- or
whole-group instruction, group projects, individual tutoring,
and pencil-and-paper assignments.

Within the “rotation” model of blended learning there are also
various types schools can consider using:
● Station Rotation: Learners rotate within a contained

classroom or classrooms, and cycle through all stations.
This can include a “flipped classroom” approach.

● Lab Rotation: Learners rotate to a computer lab for the
online-learning station.

● Individual Rotation: Each learner has an individualized
playlist and may or may not rotate between all stations
depending on their needs.

Some learners begin their day focused on content
and activities tailored to them by adaptive
learning software, which they complete in either
the classroom or a computer lab. Other learners
are working with a teacher to explore new
content, receive remedial support, and engage in
mentoring or another activity. Students then
rotate between the lab and the classroom.

Flex Online learning is the primary mode for everything from
engaging with new content to practicing to demonstrating
mastery. Learning happens mostly on the campus via
individually customized learning pathways, which integrate a
variety of learning modalities, including activities completed
without the use of technology. Teachers provide face-to-face
support on a flexible and adaptive basis as needed.

Learners learn via an online curriculum in flexible
spaces in the school, while in the classroom
students learn face to face with a teacher who
uses a data dashboard to offer targeted
interventions and supplemental support
throughout the day for core courses.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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A La Carte Online courses supplement the core in-person experience the
learner is having at their brick-and-mortar school. The course
may be delivered at the school, or off-site. Keep in mind this is
not a whole-school experience—learners take some courses a
la carte but much of the learning takes place face to face at
their brick-and-mortar campus.

Learners engage with core content with their
teachers at school, but can take one or more
online courses aligned to their interests and goals.
Courses are asynchronous and learners can work
on them at any time. The online teachers may
already work for the school or be contracted with
to provide added capacity and expertise.

Enriched
Virtual

Online learning is the cornerstone. For any given subject or
course, learners have some required face-to-face learning
sessions with their teacher but complete the majority of their
coursework remotely. The same teacher facilitates both the
online and face-to-face portions of the learning. Think of it like
a mostly online program where learners meet with their
teachers for mandatory ‘office hours’ every so often.

Learners meet face to face with teachers for their
first course meeting at a brick-and-mortar
location. They can complete the rest of their
coursework remotely or in cafe-type spaces in the
school building.

The table above outlines four general blended-learning models. However, in order to implement blended learning in your school, you
need to get even more specific about what the model will look like in action. To get started, check out the rubrics and frameworks
below, which contain more detailed descriptions and in some cases specific ‘look fors’ for what high-quality blended learning entails.

Core Look Fors Guide
EdElements

Blended
Learning/Personalized
Learning Framework
Texas Tech

Blended Core Teaching
Rubric TNTP

Raising Blended Learners'
Student Experience
Continuum Raise Your Hand
Texas

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/428371/Downloads_(White_Papers,_Slides,_etc.)/BL_Classroom_Walkthrough_Form.pdf?__hstc=105741404.0e7775e2538e8c4633a862848085e0f1.1599160577923.1599160577923.1599160577923.1&__hssc=&hsCtaTracking=95197378-73a6-4a0b-a15a-5e31b9336c07%7C49ca0bef-6c2a-4ad5-8574-f3c5ead28fe8
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/education/graduate/blpl/framework.php
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/education/graduate/blpl/framework.php
https://www.depts.ttu.edu/education/graduate/blpl/framework.php
https://tntp.org/assets/TNTP_Blended_Core_Teaching_Rubric_Fall_2016_Edition_v2.2.pdf
https://tntp.org/assets/TNTP_Blended_Core_Teaching_Rubric_Fall_2016_Edition_v2.2.pdf
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Student-Experience-Implementation-Continuum.pdf
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Student-Experience-Implementation-Continuum.pdf
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Student-Experience-Implementation-Continuum.pdf
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The Potential of Blended Learning
j

Rigorous research studies are beginning to show that blended learning has a variety
of positive outcomes for students and teachers.

Blended learning is a complex and still-evolving concept in education. However, many studies show optimistic results in terms of the
impact blended learning can have on young people and the adults who work with them. Here’s what we know:

Blended learning can increase
engagement and academic
achievement, even after just
one year of implementation.

(Hesse, 2017; Jenkins, 2014; LEAP,
2019)

Blended learning can
improve teacher
retention and
satisfaction.

(Quillen, 2012)

Blended learning can improve
graduation rates, with the highest
improvements seen in schools
delivering content-recovery courses.

(Christensen Institute)

Blended learning can improve academic outcomes
across different subgroups. In DC Public Schools
(more than 2/3 African American and nearly 3/4
FRL), scores for students in blended math programs
rose 19 points, compared to 5 points for students
in the control group.

(Christensen Institute)

Blended learning can have a particularly
strong influence on math and reading
outcomes. One study of 7,200 districts
found that students in blended classrooms
outperformed their peers by 57% in reading
and 26% in math.

(Jenkins, 2014)

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

https://scholarworks.uni.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1116&context=grp#:~:text=The%20reviewed%20research%20indicates%20that,%2Dpace%20and%20self%2Ddirect.
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2014/05/prweb11875998.htm
https://www.leapinnovations.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/LEAP_BSCEvalSummary_April2019.pdf
https://www.leapinnovations.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/LEAP_BSCEvalSummary_April2019.pdf
https://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/10/24/09el-kipp.h32.html
https://www.christenseninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Washington-County-School-District.pdf
https://www.christenseninstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/DCPS.pdf
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2014/08/prweb12095059.htm
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The positive outcomes associated with blended learning may be driven by its potential to
help schools take various Leaps toward more equitable, 21st-century learning.

When carefully planned and implemented, blended learning helps teachers to diagnose learners’ prior knowledge, differentiate
academic paths for each learner, and adjust lesson execution based on real-time information about learner mastery (Christensen
Institute, 2013). It is a data-driven approach that can ensure learning experiences address the unique interests and needs of each
learner, encourage learner ownership, and provide flexibility.

More specifically, blended learning can help schools take the following Leaps toward more equitable, 21st-century learning:

Moving from Unequal Expectation & Opportunities to

High Expectations with Unlimited Opportunities for All

Blended learning can provide young people with the opportunity to learn, regardless of the time and support needed. This is because
it provides greater flexibility in terms of the pace of learning, the pathway through objectives, and the support received. In addition,
learners can make progress outside of school and have multiple opportunities to achieve mastery instead of being pushed on to new
learning objectives before they are ready. This can help ensure that expectations are not being lowered for some students and can
foster a sense of self-efficacy, or confidence, among students that drives motivation along with learning.

Moving from Rote Activities to

Rigorous Learning

In blended learning, computer-based curricula and activities help students build foundational knowledge and skills. This frees
teachers up to focus on higher-order thinking skills through questioning and discussion, as well as to go deeper into topics through
challenging extension projects. These types of activities can help learners deepen their understanding of a topic in ways that are
more long-lasting. In addition, rigorous discussions and projects may be more interesting to young people, bringing value to learning
and fueling their motivation to tackle the work.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

https://www.christenseninstitute.org/blended-learning-definitions-and-models/
https://www.christenseninstitute.org/blended-learning-definitions-and-models/
https://bit.ly/TranscendLeaps2020
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Moving from Inflexible Systems to

Customization

A high-quality blended-learning model uses either teacher knowledge or a computer-based algorithm to take into account each
student's individual needs and assets and offer customized content, instructional methods, and even schedules to each student.
Oftentimes, these customized options readjust on a daily basis in response to student progress. Learning in this way can be affirming
and motivating, and support deeper learning. Each learner has access to what they need to be successful and those who need more
(time, teacher support, scaffolds) get more. Furthermore, blended-learning software can help teachers provide more detailed,
in-the-moment feedback to students on their specific progress and opportunities for improvement.

Moving from Passive Compliance to

Active Self-Direction

In a blended setting, students often have at least some freedom to define their learning plans, including their personal goals, how
they will engage with content, and how they will demonstrate their learning. This type of agency fosters a sense of control over one’s
learning, which is motivating and supports deeper learning. The fact that blended learning puts such an onus on students empowers
them and helps prepare them for postsecondary success.

Moving from Siloed Schooling to

Anytime, Anywhere Learning

The tech-enriched aspect of blended learning affords students more flexibility in when and where they learn. Students can go deeper
or access additional supports whenever and wherever they want to, which honors the varied needs and desires of learners. It also
helps to prepare them for a future that is likely to include increasingly flexible working arrangements, more remote work, and more
short-term work.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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Setting Up & Supporting Blended Learning
Implementing and continuing to support blended learning will require your school to
make a variety of decisions as well as set up systems and resources.

In order to implement blended learning well, a number of resources and supports are needed. The Highlander Institute, The
Learning Accelerator, EdElements, Raise Your Hand Texas, and more, have all outlined many of these resources and supports,
which we have synthesized below. We have also indicated where these connect to the five Effective Schools Framework Levers.

ESF Lever 1

Strong School Leadership and Planning

❏ Focused Vision and Plan for Blended Learning: Given the different approaches mentioned above, it’s important to get clear on
what blended learning will look like at your school and in your unique context. Include input from teachers, students,
families, and community members and ensure that voices from those traditionally left out of school decision-making processes
are elevated. Focus on ‘key priorities, clear timelines, milestones, metrics, and task owners’ before setting a plan into motion.

❏ Student Outcomes: To shape the program’s design, clearly define the student outcomes you hope to achieve and map these
outcomes to the various elements of your blended-learning approach. This will help you understand whether, and how, the
approach will support your outcomes. Use these to set goals that are attainable and sustainable and define specifics such as the
number of students blended learning will reach and the changes in student outcomes you expect.

❏ Intentionally Integrated Technology Tools and Systems: Leaders will need to ensure students and teachers have access to robust
and adaptive digital tools to support blended learning and increased personalization. This includes access to a learning
management system, online curriculum, and collaborative tools, along with aligned policies and plans to promote sustainability
and growth.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

http://www.highlanderinstitute.org/
https://learningaccelerator.org/
https://learningaccelerator.org/
https://www.edelements.com/
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/foundation/blended/what-is-blended/
https://texasesf.org/framework/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4vre_8LvtIUY2ZBc3FDMTRPYms/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4vre_8LvtIUY2ZBc3FDMTRPYms/view
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❏ System for Continuous Improvement and Transparency: Leaders use quantitative learnings from the LMS as well as inputs from
the community, for ongoing, short-cycle data analysis, and adjustment. This data is held up against the vision for blended
learning. Those insights are shared back with the community, including what changes will be made based on learnings.

❏ Creative Scheduling Options: Leaders must support the redesign of time. Innovative and flexible schedules, compared to the
typical bell schedule with equal time in all classes, can help teachers and students give an appropriate amount of time to each
activity.

❏ Flexible Uses of Space: Leaders rethink physical space to be designed around specific modalities of learning. If the school wants
to deliver a mix of whole-group, small-group, and individual learning, the space must enable that and correspond with schedules
and grouping decisions.

❏ Sustainable Funding Streams: Leaders must understand the one-time, periodic, and recurring costs of blended learning. They
should have answers to key questions, leverage grants, and seek funding wherever possible for sustainable, long-term
implementation.

ESF Lever 2

Effective, Well-Supported Staff

❏ Specialized Staffing: In the traditional model of schooling, teachers typically focus on an age group, content area, or both. In a
blended and personalized model, staffing models can be shifted, where teachers specialize within a content area, teachers add
additional content areas for specific needs, other staff pick up responsibilities that do not require a teacher, etc.

❏ Hiring and Development of Mindsets, Qualities, Adaptive Skills, and Technical Skills: As teachers’ roles shift, they embrace
change and innovation as they develop a new vision for teaching and learning. To navigate implementation well, they will need
to possess perseverance, transparency, reflection, communication and collaboration skills, and be prepared to take risks.
Finally, teachers leverage data and instructional tools to manage the blended experience and varied instructional strategies.

❏ Professional Learning and Ongoing Support: Carefully selected and personalized PD options—for both synchronous and
asynchronous learning—meet the varied needs, skill levels, and interests of teachers. Support for staff in achieving blended

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hub/428371/file-1856157906-pdf/docs/Blended-Learning-Budget-Toolkit-Final.pdf?t=1413416505452
https://texasesf.org/framework/prioritized-lever-2/
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/do/train-your-people/define-competencies?grade=&audience=&stage=
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competencies is embedded in coaching and resource allocation and is tracked toward professional goals and schoolwide
expectations.

ESF Lever 3

Positive School Culture

❏ Culture of Innovation: Administrators, students, and staff step out of their comfort zones, take risks, and publicly share successes
and failures. Teachers are empowered to explore new ideas, pilot innovations, and conduct action research around instructional
delivery. Students are encouraged to do the same, especially when learning how to leverage their unique attributes to succeed in
a blended-learning environment.

❏ Student-Centered: Students are empowered and responsible for doing the thinking in the classroom and own the process of
learning, acting on their understanding of where they are in the learning journey.

❏ Digital Citizenship: The school has clear expectations for technology use, which enhances and expands on traditional learning.
Instead of employing filters and scripting students' engagement with technology, they are taught digital citizenship and
encouraged to independently make appropriate decisions.

ESF Lever 4 & Lever 5

Curriculum, Instruction, & Assessment

❏ Research-Backed Curriculum Suite: A suite of tools that addresses all grade-level, intervention, and remediation priorities is
critical. The suite should ideally include whole-group, small-group, and individual curricula in both face-to-face and online
modalities.

❏ Rigorous Diagnostic, Formative, Summative, and Adaptive Assessments: Rigorous and authentic assessment opportunities help
one understand where students are at the beginning, middle, and end of a learning cycle. Adaptive assessments help students
(and schools) understand what supports they need to access or transcend curriculum standards and enable teachers to use data
to make instructional decisions about content, pace, grouping, mastery, etc.

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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❏ Flexible Grouping: To ensure that every student is
receiving the learning experience they need, the
grouping of students must be flexible throughout the
day. By intentionally responding to student voice and
assessment data, we can make sure students are
always learning something appropriate for them.

❏ Standards-Based Learning: Students gain 21st-century
skills through real-world content and authentic learning
experiences. Policies focus on ensuring all students
make ambitious growth across standards using
whatever materials are appropriate for the learner.

❏ Personalized Learning: Just like standards-based
learning, personalization is an essential pillar of
blended learning. All students can customize their
education (how they demonstrate learning, pathway to
mastery, how much time they spend doing it, etc.).

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org
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Schools & Resources to Explore
There are many strong and exciting schools already implementing blended learning!
The examples listed below are incredibly inspiring and have shared a bit of their
magic with the world.

Lindsay Unified School District, a large, K-12 district in
California, was a turnaround school who a few years ago
decided to become personalized with deeper technology use.
They have become a model for ‘anytime, anywhere learning’
by ensuring tech access for all students. Lindsay students
advance based on mastery, guided by customized curriculum
and tracked through their online system, Empower.

Resources:
● Lindsay Profile, The Learning Accelerator
● It Starts with Pedagogy: How Lindsay Unified

is Integrating Blended Learning
● How Lindsay Unified Redesigned Itself From

the Ground Up
Videos:

● Welcome to Lindsay video

Chicago International Charter School, West Belden is a
K-8 charter school in Chicago which balances personalized
learning strategies - including flexible learning environments,
learner profiles, personalized learning plans, competency
based progression, and technology-enhanced instruction -
with strong curricular approaches to encourage students'
success and growth.

Resources:
● CICS West Belden, The Learning Accelerator
● Journeys to Personalized Learning: CICS West

Belden
Videos:

● About Us: CICS West Belden

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

https://www.lindsay.k12.ca.us/lindsay%20high
http://profile
https://aurora-institute.org/cw_post/it-starts-with-pedagogy-how-lindsay-unified-is-integrating-blended-learning/
https://aurora-institute.org/cw_post/it-starts-with-pedagogy-how-lindsay-unified-is-integrating-blended-learning/
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2014-06-17-how-lindsay-unified-redesigned-itself-from-the-ground-up
https://www.edsurge.com/news/2014-06-17-how-lindsay-unified-redesigned-itself-from-the-ground-up
https://youtu.be/CgSvFZMYuWM
https://www.cicswestbelden.org/
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/cics-west-belden
https://www.distinctiveschools.org/uploads/8/4/9/1/84911918/journeys_to_personalized_learning_-_cics_west_belden__2_.pdf
https://www.distinctiveschools.org/uploads/8/4/9/1/84911918/journeys_to_personalized_learning_-_cics_west_belden__2_.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kCTEvQOeik
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In 2016, Cisco Junior High School (and now the  elementary
school) started implementing their blended learning pilots as
one of five Raising Blended Learners demonstration sites.
The schools use station and rotation models - along with
progress monitoring, playlists, student-led instruction, and a
mastery-based progression system - to personalize learning
for all students.

Resources:
● Cisco Junior High School, The Learning

Accelerator
● Cisco ISD, Raising Blended Learners

Videos:
● Cisco ISD: Year 1 Blended Learning

Rocky Mountain Prep is a charter network of four
elementary schools in the Denver metro area. RMP uses a
rotational model: a mix of small group instruction,
student-led learning sessions with their specialized software,
and one-on-one targeted help with teaching staff in areas of
weakness.

Resources:
● Rocky Mountain Prep, Christensen Institute
● Rocky Mountain Blend: Great Teachers,

Strong Culture
● Blended Learning at Rocky Mountain Prep

Videos:
● Rocky Mountain Prep - Rigor & Joy video

Da Vinci RISE is three high schools in LA which serve a large
population of youth facing homelessness, the foster care
system, credit deficiencies, etc. The learning experience at
RISE is an Enriched Virtual model where students attend
in-person classes two to three days per week based on a
personalized learning s chedule. The remainder of learning
occurs online via a peer-driven learning platform called
Dream See Do. RISE teachers develop their own curriculum
and house it on the platform, which doubles as a learning
management system. The real key to this platform is that it
creates an active, online learning community—all student
work is submitted there for feedback and discussion from
both teachers and peers. (Note: they also use mental health
practices).

Resources:
● "Super School" Targets At-Risk Students for

Real-World Success
Videos:

● XQ Super School: Da Vinci RISE

©Transcend, Inc. 2020 www.transcendeducation.org

https://www.ciscoisd.net/29249
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/foundation/blended/
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/cisco-junior-high-school
https://practices.learningaccelerator.org/see/cisco-junior-high-school
https://www.raiseyourhandtexas.org/foundation/blended/blended-in-action/cisco-cisd/
https://youtu.be/A0FVDuMyYB8
https://rockymountainprep.org/
https://www.christenseninstitute.org/rocky-mountain-prep/
https://www.gettingsmart.com/2015/10/rocky-mountain-blend-great-teachers-strong-culture/
https://www.gettingsmart.com/2015/10/rocky-mountain-blend-great-teachers-strong-culture/
https://www.themainewire.com/2014/08/blended-learning-rocky-mountain-prep/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fesl6fjpe70
https://dvrise.davincischools.org/about/our-story/
https://www.dreamseedo.org/
https://xqsuperschool.org/school/da-vinci-rise-high/
https://xqsuperschool.org/school/da-vinci-rise-high/
https://www.blendedlearning.org/super-school-targets-at-risk-students-for-real-world-success/?__cf_chl_captcha_tk__=5492d6d6501471acc3fee38bd177bb96e497c0b9-1606319652-0-AfQm_MFTpMgJFNX0qF4a6ZDH57MlVh9Gj7jQyj9kMLjiYmXeqDhfLuezTuLO6k5lePfdcdlbbow8D3y34gNRJ1-XRCUCmUUE8uH9iq_wM4m1BIzGbO_XnxBHE7xPN3ahbEUNQefzdEx4DQpkSsohRuYy7DoJdcPxi4PKl1D_6KmSr8WkHV-iL_zNI6MmjngPw_jF0JUmX0NbrGc-z5mTGamTuLkdsHHRjg0QORUf4w9h3gPrX6hh-KN5ijvI_nU4TrS7KVSE9w4k30gFCiUGvs4eWLmHs42iXOI2m2KbbbfKPwBmv-hTrjgcSA6EKop-GQzOBhvNqd04s1TL-xzhARRoqsFrmf-hHqZZBCWnGSyTG16XaasLbuWnZdp_H0nglpkTulLh7brtNaq6AkC5G5-RbDy1hZaT5ouV78IOn8si6NygaBKLLD8oEyxR3RPWfGat0ER8gAqDxceOdb01YLSBpvCty4UEgJV7CTjaJSp7mx3RDsFP1crpLFFDubWh_8YTFl6zllslYF85X4BRc0NqiF3c7rxptcSYgdBI2OvZq26ct_c_iEwnJDzXzKAWrMlxsP7xU6G5vdHK_VboROjrucMh4q4muGH1CbN0ymsTmm4m2fTSnEIsIqutj-hKzCdlf4kFuEtnqLwsCN-n_K4
https://www.blendedlearning.org/super-school-targets-at-risk-students-for-real-world-success/?__cf_chl_captcha_tk__=5492d6d6501471acc3fee38bd177bb96e497c0b9-1606319652-0-AfQm_MFTpMgJFNX0qF4a6ZDH57MlVh9Gj7jQyj9kMLjiYmXeqDhfLuezTuLO6k5lePfdcdlbbow8D3y34gNRJ1-XRCUCmUUE8uH9iq_wM4m1BIzGbO_XnxBHE7xPN3ahbEUNQefzdEx4DQpkSsohRuYy7DoJdcPxi4PKl1D_6KmSr8WkHV-iL_zNI6MmjngPw_jF0JUmX0NbrGc-z5mTGamTuLkdsHHRjg0QORUf4w9h3gPrX6hh-KN5ijvI_nU4TrS7KVSE9w4k30gFCiUGvs4eWLmHs42iXOI2m2KbbbfKPwBmv-hTrjgcSA6EKop-GQzOBhvNqd04s1TL-xzhARRoqsFrmf-hHqZZBCWnGSyTG16XaasLbuWnZdp_H0nglpkTulLh7brtNaq6AkC5G5-RbDy1hZaT5ouV78IOn8si6NygaBKLLD8oEyxR3RPWfGat0ER8gAqDxceOdb01YLSBpvCty4UEgJV7CTjaJSp7mx3RDsFP1crpLFFDubWh_8YTFl6zllslYF85X4BRc0NqiF3c7rxptcSYgdBI2OvZq26ct_c_iEwnJDzXzKAWrMlxsP7xU6G5vdHK_VboROjrucMh4q4muGH1CbN0ymsTmm4m2fTSnEIsIqutj-hKzCdlf4kFuEtnqLwsCN-n_K4
https://vimeo.com/273047498
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There are also many other schools right here in Texas that are doing amazing work
implementing blended learning.

In Clear Creek ISD’s three elementary schools, students drive their own learning by choosing the specific
stations they need and track progress toward their individual goals using data. Teachers meet at least every
other week to check in with students on their goals. At the intermediate and high school campuses, 8th graders
are working through pathways, including stations, playlists, menus, and strategic flexible groupings.

At Point Isabel ISD's (TX) elementary level, students spend class rotating among several stations involving
individual work, collaborative tasks, small-group sessions with the teacher, and self-directed work on online
content. At the middle school level, Point Isabel has adopted the Summit Learning program approach, which
involves three core elements: students learn content at their own pace through an online platform, teachers
facilitate project-based learning, and teachers hold one-on-one mentoring sessions with students to set and
monitor goals.

In Spring Branch ISD (TX), elementary classrooms use data to increase the frequency of flexible instructional
groupings as well as rigorous personalized station activities and goal-setting conversations, to help students
close academic gaps and develop agency. At the middle school, teachers focus on refining their assessment
practices so they have a holistic picture of where each student is and can share that data with students. Learning
modalities include strategic flexible instructional groupings and self-directed assignments through individualized
work stations and online programs.

Georgetown ISD’s (TX) blended-learning strategy is guided by the Georgetown Learner Profile, a vision of
student characteristics that foster success in college and the workplace. Math pilot teachers utilize multiple data
sources including a nationally normed interim assessment tool, which provides standards-level data and daily
learning results to inform small-group instruction needs and student pathways.
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Pasadena Connect (TX) uses the Summit Learning Program model for flex learning, which involves three core
elements: students spend part of the day learning content at their own pace through an online platform,
teachers facilitate project-based learning, and teachers hold 1:1 mentoring sessions with students to set goals
and support progress. Each Connect student has a Personalized Learning Plan (PLP) where students set goals,
track their progression, receive immediate feedback, and are able to access learning resources at any time.

Point Isabel’s (TX) middle school has modified aspects of Summit Learning to match its local context, but has
retained core elements. The Summit Learning Program involves three core elements: students spend part of the
day learning content at their own pace through an online platform, teachers facilitate project-based learning and
grade students on a cognitive skills rubric, and teachers hold one-on-one mentoring sessions with students to set
goals and support progress.

Acton Academy’s (TX) model of Learning at Acton involves three components: Learn to Learn, Learn to Do, and
Learn to Be. Socratic Discussions and self-paced challenges equip children to be independent lifelong learners.
Hands-on Quests for Science, Entrepreneurship and the Arts prepare children for apprenticeships and real-world
challenges. The Hero’s Journey, relational covenants, and real-world consequences transform difficult decisions
into virtuous habits.
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Finally, explore some additional blended-learning resources that can further deepen
your understanding of the approach and prepare you for implementing it.

Independent school districts in Texas have autonomy to choose digital tools as long as they’re meeting their accountability and their
school board approves. Use the resources below to learn more about blended learning and the programs that help support their
implementation.

Resource Description

Texas-Approved
Vendors List🔗

This list provides examples of Texas-approved blended-learning vendors and a quick description of the services
they provide.

Texas Resource
Review🔗

TRR is in its infancy and aims to get schools to choose better tools.  The list is very short, and many of these
 tools are digital textbook materials. All tools are aligned to TEKS.

Texas Home
Learning🔗

Through TLH 3.0, Texas Home Learning is making high-quality TEKS-aligned curricula designed for hybrid
learning available for free.

Raising Blended
Learners🔗

This is a large, state-wide, philanthropically funded blended-learning initiative through Raise Your Hand
Texas. They have worked with a dozen or so districts extensively and many others in light-touch consulting or
workshops.
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